"The Flowers that Bloom."

"The flowers that bloom in the Spring, Tra la;
May have nothing to do with the case,
But when one takes under one's wing, Tra la;
A somewhat attractive young thing, Tra la;
With a quite prepossessing young face" —

[Patience.]

It is well to provide for all contingencies. The overcoat which blooms in the spring has been known—during a temporary aberration of the mercury—to prove as serviceable as the violet—perhaps even more so.

It has occurred that the timely umbrella has on occasions even as interesting as the above, unfurled itself with a result practically as satisfactory as attends the unfolding of the narcissus. There are moments when, during a drive on a spring morning even the narcissus might appear to afford insufficient shelter—the violet inadequate protection,—and a sentiment untimely checked by premonitory symptoms of influenza can scarcely be expected to do that justice to the tenderest emotions which the fond heart desires. Future happiness then depending so much on the overcoat, it is the dear duty of every student to examine our stock, which is large and varied, with prices varying from $8 to $20.

The spring stock of piece goods displayed in Custom Dept. is more attractive than for many past seasons, and orders left this week (or next) can be furnished before the great rush for Easter delivery begins.

OAK HALL CLOTHING COMPANY,
95 to 105 Washington Street.
Oor. of Elm Street.